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In my years delivering international Facility Management, I have experienced a wide range of cultures
(business, national, religious, etc.). But regardless of my locale, the delivery of occupant services was
regularly challenged by those who wanted ‘something different’… different color paint, a high-back
chair, ability to work alternate days and hours, a private office instead of a workstation, and on and on.
Every facility manager has faced questions and challenges. The very activity of dealing with the request
consumes your precious time. If the requestor is not satisfied, you can alienate and possibly see the
request escalated… more time, negative relations, etc. Perhaps you think it’s just easier to concede.
In cases where the individuals have legitimate reasons and rationale, honoring their request can be easy.
Thankfully, most of the building occupants understand and appreciate that facility managers don’t have
an ability to customize and meet every personal request. Some organizations have adopted a mindset
that most any request can be supported so long as it keeps the employee happy and productive.
This article is NOT going to take sides for the right choice. The position I want to make is an easier
approach on how every Facility Manager can deal with the requests.
The answer lies in understanding the differences in the words listed in the title above AND to document
the business position for each of them.
Having the official standpoint documented / posted available for everyone in the organization can
eliminate many questions and challenges. Usually any questions that are still raised either relate to
exceptions or are formed by persons who did not make themselves aware.
At any length, your direct involvements to deal with disputes are reduced.

Why Have Rules?
Every organization is different, and yet, the common thread remains that standards are in place not only
to make the organization better, but to balance available resources that provide the best possible
workplace to meet the expectations of our customers and clients.
In his article Life Balance: Why Following Rules Is Liberating, David B. Bohl states:
Rules matter because we’re not completely independent, even when we want to be and even
when we think we are. We’re interdependent, and when I don’t follow the rules, it hurts you. I
follow the rules because I know it’s the polite, courteous and helpful thing to do, and I expect you
to do it for the same reasons.

When one considers the psychology of rules (and policies and procedures, etc.), there is a basic principle
in human nature to challenge positions that are not viewed as ‘official’. If the rules are not documented
they may be viewed as arbitrary, bureaucratic, and possibly representing a personal view or bias. Whilst
some persons will accept the information as the true position, there are others who will dispute the
guidance and ask you to prove it – to show them where the rule exists. So, it is easy to recognize that
having the rules documented will resolve this instance.
Kevin Jones wrote an interesting blog wherein he observed there are two primary reasons we have
rules: Consistency and Trust. He continued to explain

“When creating a process at work, very often our main motivation is for consistency. If it is
a rudimentary function that doesn’t take a lot of brain power, it works well. But if it even takes
slight problem solving or judgement, strict processes start to fall apart. All it takes sometimes is
one variable to change and our perfect process goes from efficient to ineffective. From there we
have an internal struggle between what we SHOULD do and what process/policy says we
OUGHT to do – between doing what is best or doing what the policy/procedure says.
We have all been there – which do we follow? Our natural minds pull us toward adapting, yet the
corporate side of us tells us to conform.
Rules, processes and policy, by their very nature, are meant to be consistent in an ever-changing
world. They are not meant to change.
To be sure, consistency is not a bad thing. In fact, it is often very needed. When launching the
Shuttle, NASA MUST be consistent in their checks to ensure safety. The trick is to identify what
can change, and what should not. True principles don’t change. How we put them in to practice,
does.”

David Reynolds of FM-Consult-Create expands the idea and notes that
“Procedures are the children of processes. They specify just how the work gets done – for
example rather to use solvent 1234-A or 1233-C2, or required personal protective equipment,
with a citation to another procedure for its use, or the order and location of events and the parties
concerned. Supervisors and their teams are responsible for the procedures and may adapt them
to solve problems or improve results.”

In an organization, rules are established to prevent chaos and encourage uniformity. Rules also tend to
make things more fair. There is also significant value to have rules because without them people feel
insecure. While chaos makes people feel unsafe and unsure of their place and roles, rules encourage
order, which makes goals and expectations clearer and allows people to feel confident, competent, and
safe.
If it is accepted that there must be a system of rules, there is also a need to define a continuum that
defines the formality, specificity, limits, and identifies who holds the authority and responsibility for the
content. The next section suggests definitions that an organization can apply.

DEFINITIONS
POLICY

(the law)

A brief, formal and high-level statement or plan that conveys an organization's general beliefs,
goals, objectives, and an overview of acceptable procedures for a specific subject area. Policies
always state required actions, and may include pointers to standards. Policy attributes include
the following:
•
•
•
•
STANDARD

Compliance is required (mandatory).
Non-compliance can result in an escalating management response.
Focus on desired results - not on means of implementation.
Further defined by standards and guidelines.
(the rules)

A mandatory specification, action or rule designed to support and conform to a policy.
•
•

A standard should make a policy more meaningful and effective.
A standard must include one or more accepted specifications for
hardware, software, or behavior.

{Note: There are some global standards like the developing ISO 41000 that are voluntary and
may be adopted by an organization. At the same time, jurisdiction standards (i.e. building and
life safety codes) are required. The above descriptor, (“the rules”) is offered to enhance the

explanation of the differences within the hierarchy of these definitions, the responsibilities, and
the content.}

GUIDELINE

(the structure)

General statements, recommendations, or administrative instructions designed to achieve the
policy's objectives by providing a framework within which to implement procedures.
•
•

A guideline can change frequently based on the environment and
should be reviewed more frequently than standards and policies.
A guideline is not mandatory, rather a suggestion of a best practice.
Hence "guidelines" and "best practice" are interchangeable.

PROCEDURE

(the process) - including the rationale questions

Procedures describe the process: who does what, when and where they do it, and under what
criteria. These can be text based or outlined in a process map.

Procedures represent steps for the implementation of Policy and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

WORK INSTRUCTION

A series of steps taken to accomplish an end goal.
Defines "how" to protect resources.
Are the mechanisms to enforce policy.
Provides a quick reference in times of crisis.
Helps eliminate the problem of a single point of failure.
Also known as a SOP (Standard Operating Procedure).

(the specifics about ‘how’)

Describes how to accomplish a specific job.
•

Work instructions are specific.

Visual aids, various forms of job aids.

•
•
•

Sequential or chronological listing of actions.
Provides specific assembly instructions.
May be from the manufacturer or contractor with site/businessspecific amendments.

The above descriptions may vary a bit from organization to organization but can be used as a purposeful
guide. You can use these to assist your efforts to structure and prioritize those facets of operations that
need to be documented. With a scheme for organizing, your facility management operations can
become more effective and efficient than you can imagine. Every party that the FM organization
touches – maintenance & operations technicians, administrators, occupants, executives, customers,
vendors, contractors, and visitors will benefit.

STRUCTURE
Displayed graphically, policies have the broadest and generalized content but have less detail. Each step
cascading down the pyramid adds more focus on the content and more direct assignment of
responsibility for execution of a task.

POLICIES
organization

STANDARDS
executive level

GUIDELINES
senior management

PROCEDURES
unit manager

WORK INSTRUCTIONS
activity manager

OBJECTIVE
{Your organization might use or devise a simplified, three-tier
version as the one promoted by the Balanced Scorecard Institute®.
In that design your organization and executive levels would
be upper tier, senior management and unit manager in the
middle tier, and activity manager and technical staff in the lower tier.}

Policies are generally prepared at the authoritative organization level with appropriate input from the
relevant units and possibly from the occupants/users. The goal of a policy is to provide strategic level
support the organization’s mission, vision, and corporate objectives.

Policies will include reference to the standards and possibly refer to the guidelines and procedures.
Policies are broadly defined and identify the unit(s) with responsibility to define the supporting
documents.
Standards are generally developed at the senior or executive level with compelling inputs from the
responsible unit. Although slightly less formal than policies, standards establish the norms that are
expected within the organization. These may be a framework or presented in a range format to outline
the content. Measurable aspects of quality, grading and measures, and hierarchy may be included.
Guidelines catalogue the facets of structure, responsibilities, accountability, monitoring, and reporting.
This level is sometimes considered a how-to ‘process’ similar to a R-A-C-I Chart (responsibility
assignment matrix). Some organizations include a R-A-C-I Chart with the Standards or with Procedures
and do not require this level in their scheme.
At the procedures level, the organization is typically at the department or unit level. The procedures are
the means to communicate how the unit acts tactically to support the organization. It is an overview of
the tasks for which the unit is responsible and identifies schedules or response times, how requests are
received, reviewed, and actioned, and how success is measured.
Work instructions are the specific instructions that are in place to control the individual(s) or team(s)
who execute the tasks.

COMPILING and DEVELOPING
The most effective and successful methodology to develop each of these strategic and tactical directives
is to have a collaborative approach. More comprehensive perspectives will provide the best results.
At the beginning, have a discussion with the person to whom you report and communicate your intent
to develop and document operational strategies. Prepare for this discussion by identifying the corporate
structure relating to policies and strategy development. Also consider your position about the rationale,
the expected benefits, required resources, and a schedule.
There are optional positions to be made for the process to develop the collection of documents.
Top Down
Some organizations require a relevant policy to be in place before the facility management or
other units are sanctioned to promote standards or to prepare guidelines or procedures. The
position is taken to exercise more control and may indicate a perception or an actual lack of
strategic awareness within the FM unit.

If this is found to be the case, the facility manager should endeavor to become more aware of the
corporate mission, vision and strategies and to pursue greater involvement and support for the
executive level of the organization.

When there are restrictions in play, the professional facility manager should take a proactive and
alternate approach. Starting the process on a lower tier of the continuity spectrum can provide quicker
benefits and serves to establish a basis or format for other tiers. The more common options include
beginning at the bottom or at the mid-point as defined by the limit of the managers accountability and
responsibility.
Bottom Up
Each FM unit has their direct responsibilities in operations and maintenance. In this regard, the
facility manager is accountable for the results and displays conscientious performance by
documenting the specific methods, tools, measures, schedules, and records maintenance of the
O&M activities.
The position to work with the tradesmen and technicians, supervision, contractors, and vendors
to gather the information, make value judgements, and document the sequence of actions
enables the facility management unit to take best decisions about how to deliver the best result
at the least cost. At the same time, this displays leadership and team-building qualities.
Note that it is equally important to include the occupants in the discussion. The FM unit exists to
provide for the organization’s needs. Input from the occupants will enable decisions to be made
that minimize disruption and reduce productivity.
Mid-point approach
Many facility organizations develop unofficial procedures as a reactive means to deal with the
myriad of exceptions that arise. These atypical conditions cause the facility manager to consider
what is the norm and how to respond to the need.
The mid-point approach is simply a mechanism to document the usual methodology – to record
what has become the normal operating procedure.
Note the exceptional instances for a starting point and invite occupant representation to gather
details from which your decisions can be made. Best results will be achieved by involving
supervision and representative tradesmen/technicians in discussions about the information you
obtain from the occupants or to include them in the occupant discussions. ThinkReliability® has
a masterful, self-documenting, method to apply in these instances.
As the procedures are developed, it will be necessary to identify what options exist for next
steps. Can you ascend and contribute to development of guidelines and standards or will you

next apply focus on work instructions? The culture and management of the organization will
guide this decision.
Again, calling out the recommendation for inclusive and collaborative actions, the professional facility
manager will expand his sphere of influence by delegating activities and the results will benefit from the
open perspective. At the same time, it is critical for the facility manager to monitor the delegates and
team performance to maintain full alignment with the organization’s strategy.
At the manager and director level, the FM leader should use the above development opportunities to
display awareness of the organizational mission and strategy. When the organization’s leadership
recognize the facility manager is attuned to the needs and is committed to deliver the correct level of
support (not too much and not too little) at the lowest cost, there is increased respect for the position
and the facility operations.

COMMUNICATE THE INFORMATION
Transparency in operations is important. Once the policies, standards, guidelines, procedures, and work
instructions are documented and approved it is a best practice to post them for review and awareness.
Progressive organizations provide a FM organization page on their intranet and include these
documents. Informational kiosks may be installed in public spaces to make it easy and convenient. The
no-tech option is to have a library of printed FM resources that occupants can review at the FM office.
Many other options can be considered. Regardless the option you select, make the information readily
available.
In the opening paragraphs of this article I referenced the challenges that arise from exception requests.
It is common experience that occupants who request an exception without a valid business rationale
often drop the request when they see that the FM office has a documented system for their operations.
You can have one less issue to be resolved.

MAINTAINING AND UPDATING
As suggested in the cited blog by Kevin Jones, you must adapt to changes. The dynamic nature of today’s
facilities is impacted by commercial and market fluctuations, technology, generational changes, culture,
global influences, and many more facets of business.
Therefore, the policies, standards, guidelines, procedures, and work instructions will require periodic
and systematic reviews to remain relevant and accurate. It is recommended to schedule individual
document reviews to occur throughout the year to avoid the burden of a more challenging task.

If your budget permits, a document management system can make it easier to capture how the changes
in one document can affect another.

To be sure, documenting the diverse deliverables of the FM organization will not be a quick and easy
proposition. It requires you and your team to consider the details and to define and agree the how, why,
when, where, etc. The initial benefits are:
✓ Ability to balance actions with resources
✓ Identify the FM strategy components
✓ Uncover areas of waste and duplicated efforts
✓ Greater focus on delivering support for the occupants
The higher-level benefits include:
✓ Greater awareness of the details
✓ Alignment of FM deliverables with Corporate strategies
✓ Proof that the FM team has considered needs and made thoughtful decisions
✓ Better ability to consistently deliver desired performance
SUMMARY
Becoming organized with completed and implemented policies, standards, guidelines, procedures, and
work instructions that are documented and posted for the organization proves a higher level of
professionalism in Facility Management. The additional value you will gain from having this information
can and will make your work life a lot easier!
Since these operational documents are organization-specific, it is typically not a copy/paste activity.
Whilst you can review templates and samples from other organizations, the best results will be
delivered from documents that are tailored for your organization.

FM-adviso is well experienced to assist your FM organization to develop them. Our amazing team and
colleagues include persons trained and certified by Balanced Scorecard Institute® and ThinkReliability®
and with successful experiences for corporate, academic, government, and other clients.
For more information how we can assist, contact us at info@FM-adviso.com or to our consortium
colleagues at Global Facility Management Alliance at info@GlobalFMA.net.

